
May 4, 2021

MOTION TO REVISE
WORKING PARENT POLICY AND PROCEDURE

(TO BE KNOWN AS CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION POLICY and CREDIT STRUCTURE)

Background:

As a co-op preschool, WPNS encourages and relies on parents and caregivers to
participate in the classroom and work side-by-side with our teachers.  This participation
is what makes us a true co-op both in spirit and in requirements set by state childcare
licensing.  We know it has become harder to commit to assigned work days due to busy
schedules, work commitments, and other obligations.

The proposed change allows for more flexibility in scheduling classroom participation
days, recreates the opportunity for discounted tuition, and hopefully allows a greater
number of parents and caregivers to participate in and benefit from the co-op model.

We’d like to acknowledge, however, that even with the proposed changes some families
may not be able to spend time in the classroom and will volunteer with WPNS in other
ways. We encourage our community to participate as much as they can and in ways
that work for them. We want all children to have the opportunity to play and learn at
WPNS regardless if their caregivers are able to be in the classroom during the school
day. As we have in the past, we will continue to provide options to be involved outside of
the traditional school day.

Proposal:

The highlights:
● All families start with a base tuition rate (currently considered Tier 2).
● Parents and caregivers who would like to participate in the classroom may sign up

for a certain number of shifts per month based on their child’s enrollment.
● During a shift you would work alongside the teachers, completing assigned tasks,

and playing for about 4 hours.
● Sign-up will be available digitally on the WPNS website and by contacting the

office via phone or email.
● For each shift that is worked, a tuition credit of $25.00 will be earned. This credit

will be applied to tuition following the completed work shift.
● Participating parents and caregivers must abide by all policies and requirements

laid out in the school Handbook, including vaccination requirements.

Signing up for a shift:
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Calendars will be posted in 3 month blocks by the first of the month, on a rolling basis.
Sign-ups for the following month will be closed on the 15th of the preceding month.
When calendars are first posted, you may initially sign up for shifts as listed below:

Days/week child attends: Max shifts family may sign up for initially:
2 days 2 per month
3 days 2 per month
5 days 4-5 per month

If there are any remaining openings the Office will notify families that they may sign up
for additional days. Please note that the number of shifts offered will depend on the
school’s need, number of children enrolled, and Department of Health Guidelines. If you
prefer to schedule your days in advance with a set schedule, you may email the office
and ask to be automatically scheduled for specific days each month.

Shift coverage:

If you are scheduled to work a certain day and you cannot work, it is your responsibility to
find coverage for your shift. You may do this one of two ways:

1. You may switch shifts with someone else at no cost
2. You may pay another approved parent/caregiver $50.00 to cover your shift

You will be responsible for contacting other families directly to make these arrangements.
The Office will also maintain a list of families who are readily available for coverage.  Once
you find coverage, you must notify the office by phone or email and make a note in the
digital calendar so that the WPNS staff is aware of all changes to the participation schedule
and knows who to expect in the classroom.

No shows:

Fines and policies for skipped shifts will be defined in the Handbook prior to the start of the
school year.

PLEASE NOTE: this system is a work in progress, and we’ll be retooling it as we
implement it. WPNS reserves the right to make adjustments or changes to the program
at any point during the school year. Membership will be notified 30 days prior to any
changes, and will ask for family input.


